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Abstract Noradrenaline (NA) is a potent modulator of locomotion in many vertebrate nervous systems. When Xenopus tadpoles swim, waves of motor neuron activity alternate across the body and propagate along it with a brief rostro±caudal delay (RC-delay ) between segments. We have now investigated the mechanisms underlying the reduction of RC-delay s by NA. When recording from motor neurons caudal to the twelfth postotic cleft, the mid-cycle inhibition was weak and sometimes absent, compared to more rostral locations. NA enhanced and even unmasked inhibition in these caudal neurons and enhanced inhibition in rostral neurons, but to a lesser extent. Consequently, the relative increase in the amplitude of the inhibition was greater in caudal neurons, thus reducing the RC-inhibitory gradient. We next investigated whether NA might affect the electrical properties of neurons, such that enhanced inhibition under NA might promote postinhibitory rebound ®ring. The synaptic inputs during swimming were simulated using a sustained positive current, superimposed upon which were brief negative currents. When these conditions were held constant NA enhanced the probability of rebound ®ring ± indicating a direct effect on membrane properties ± in addition to any indirect effect of enhanced inhibition. We propose that NA preferentially enhances weak caudal inhibition, reducing the inhibitory gradient along the cord. This effect on inhibitory synaptic transmission, comprising parallel pre- and postsynaptic components, will preferentially facilitate rebound ®ring in caudal neurons, advancing their ®ring relative to more rostral neurons, whilst additionally increasing the networks ability to sustain the longer cycle periods under NA.



Introduction When aquatic animals such as the lamprey (WalleÂn & Williams, 1984), leech (Pearce & Friesen, 1984, 1985), Rana temporaria embryo (Soffe, 1991) and Xenopus larva (Tunstall & Sillar, 1993) swim, forward propulsion is generated by rhythmic contractions of segmented body muscles. These contractions generate local bends in successive segments that alternate across the body and propagate from head to tail in each cycle of movement, causing the body to adopt a particular shape during swimming, relative to its swimming frequency. For example, in the lamprey, the body maintains a single sine wave irrespective of swimming frequency and in order to maintain this constant, presumably optimal shape, the rate of propagation of activity must scale with cycle period, such that a constant phase-lag is maintained (WalleÂn & Williams, 1984). One exception to this phenomenon occurs when Xenopus embryos swim; then, rostro±caudal (RC-) delays remain constant irrespective of
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swimming frequency (Tunstall & Roberts, 1991; Tunstall & Sillar, 1993). This unusual property of the embryonic motor system is presumed to relate to the animals' developmental immaturity. Twenty-four hours later, at larval stage 42, RC-delays now scale in proportion to swimming frequency (Tunstall & Sillar, 1993) and may be attributable to the development of serotonergic innervation to the spinal cord, which occurs at around this time (van Mier et al., 1986; Tunstall & Sillar, 1993; Sillar et al., 1995). As with all aquatic animals, tadpole swimming must be inherently ¯exible, both in its speed and strength, affording the tadpole the ability to produce behavioural responses appropriate to ever-changing environmental conditions. Neuromodulators such as NA and 5HT are responsible in many systems for imparting ¯exibility during locomotion (e.g., Barbeau & Rossignol, 1991; Cazalets et al., 1992; Kiehn et al., 1999). In Xenopus tadpoles, NA reduces swimming frequency, in part, by presynaptically enhancing glycine release onto motor neurons (McDearmid et al., 1997), via activation of a1- and a2-adrenoreceptors (Fischer et al., 2001). In addition, NA reduces the RC-delay in the longitudinal propagation of muscle activity through activation of a1and/or b-adrenoreceptor classes (Fischer et al., 2001, Merrywest et al., 2002; Fig. 1C). Indirect evidence has suggested that this noradrenergic modulation of delays may involve, at least in part, the utilization of glycinergic inhibitory pathways (Merrywest et al., 2002). In the Xenopus spinal cord, there exists a descending RC-gradient of glycinergic inhibition (Tunstall & Sillar, 1993; Tunstall & Roberts, 1994). By comparing the glycinergic inputs onto motor neurons located in rostral and caudal
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Fig. 1. (A) Tadpole preparation. Glass suction electrodes were used to make ipsilateral extracellular recordings from the intermyotomal clefts, whilst intracellular recordings were made from presumed motor neurons along the ventral margin of the spinal cord using KCl-®lled microelectrodes. (B) Passive KCl in¯ux reversed inhibitory potentials (arrow upper trace). These depolarizing potentials can be easily distinguished from excitatory ones by injecting depolarizing current into the cell, rendering inhibitory potentials hyperpolarizing (arrow lower trace). (C) NA reduces the RC-delay in the propagation of motor activity, which can be partially reversed with the general a-receptor antagonist, phentolamine (see also Fischer et al., 2001). (D) Plot of longitudinal delay against cycle period under both NA and phentolamine. Plots show mean  SEM averaged across an entire episode of swimming. Data from preparation in C.



regions of the cord, we have investigated the in¯uence of NA on this gradient. In addition, we have examined the effects of NA on postinhibitory rebound ®ring, that has been implicated in the control of longitudinal co-ordination in Xenopus (Tunstall & Roberts, 1994). Taken together, our results suggest that the noradrenergic reduction in RC-delays involves facilitation of glycinergic inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) and a parallel postsynaptic increase in rebound ®ring, which together reduce the RC-gradient of inhibition and allow the maintenance of longer cycle periods.



Materials and methods All experiments were performed on prefeeding, hatching stage embryos (stage 37/38) and posthatching larvae (stage 42; staged according to Nieuwkoop & Faber, 1956) of the South African clawed frog, Xenopus laevis. Experimental animals were obtained by induced breeding, following the injection of human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG, 1000 U/mL, Sigma, UK) into adult pairs from a laboratory colony. Eggs were kept in de-chlorinated tap water at 17±23 8C, that allowed for differential rates of development and the provision of experimental animals over successive days. Following slitting of the tail ®n to facilitate toxin penetration, the tadpoles were immobilized using the neuromuscular blocker, a-bungarotoxin (12.5 mM, Sigma, UK), and transferred into a preparation bath (volume 2 mL) containing continuously re-circulating frog



ringer solution (basic composition in mM: NaCl, 115; KCl, 2.5; NaHCO3, 2.5; HEPES, 10; MgCl2, 1; CaCl2, 4; pH 7.4). Animals were secured on their sides, with ®ne-etched tungsten pins, through the notochord, onto a Sylgard-coated rotatable Perspex table within the preparation bath. After removal of the ¯ank skin from around the level of the otic capsule to half-way along the body, extracellular recordings of ventral root activity were made by placing glass suction electrodes ( 40±70 mm tip opening diameter) onto the exposed intermyotomal clefts, wherein the motor axons are located (Fig. 1A). Recording sites were numbered as the position in clefts caudal to the otic capsule and recordings were made from two ipsilateral muscle clefts. Episodes of ®ctive swimming activity were initiated by applying a short current pulse (0.5±1 ms) using a Digitimer DS2 isolated stimulator (Digitimer, Welwyn Garden City, UK) via a separate glass suction electrode, located on the tail skin. Pharmacological agents were bath applied by adding a known concentration to the stock bottle containing the saline. In experiments where drugs were applied to only the caudal region of the spinal cord, they were perfused through a single jet, placed around half-way down the trunk and directed such that the saline ¯owed caudally along the spinal cord (Fig. 7A). To ensure that these applications were as localized as possible we performed several control experiments using fast green to monitor drug perfusion. It is, however, possible that some limited rostral spread of drug may have occurred, but this would diminish rapidly with distance and could therefore only have had a small and insigni®cant effect on neighbouring regions of
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Noradrenaline modulates longitudinal coordination 1015 spinal cord. Furthermore, it is very unlikely that the more rostral regions of the cord, which were not exposed by removal of the overlying myotomes, were affected at all by the local applications of NA. For intracellular recordings, a block of myotomes overlying the rostral spinal cord was removed with tungsten dissecting needles. Recordings were made with glass microelectrodes pulled on a Campden microelectrode puller (model 753). Microelectrodes were usually ®lled with 2 M KCl and had DC resistances of 100±150 MO. Diffusion of KCl into the cell reversed and enhanced the mid-cycle glycinergic,



chloride-dependent IPSPs (Fig. 1B, upper traces; Soffe, 1987). Injecting depolarizing current into the cell (Fig. 1B, lower traces) can however, reveal the inhibitory nature of the IPSPs. Electrophysiological data were stored on videotape using a PCM-8 adapter (Medical Systems Corporation) or a Vetter integrated videocassette. Data were digitized off-line with an A/D interface (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) and measured using the SPIKE 2 (version 2.3) data analysis software (Cambridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK) and DATAVIEW Analysis Software (W.J. Heitler, University of St Andrews, UK). N indicates the number of



Fig. 2. Caudal motor neurons receive mid-cycle IPSPs during some cycles of swimming activity. (A, i and ii) Intracellular recording from a motor neuron located at the fourth post otic myotomal cleft using a KCl-®lled microelectrode, illustrating that mid-cycle glycinergic inhibition (asterisked in A, ii) is present on every cycle throughout the episode. (B). Intracellular recording from a motor neuron located at ®fteenth post otic myotomal cleft. Motor neurons caudal to the twelfth cleft recorded in the present study all received some mid-cycle inhibition during swimming, especially close to the beginning of the episode. (B, ii) Excerpts of activity taken from panels in Bi on an expanded time scale. The probability of IPSPs (asterisked) was high near the start of episodes in caudal motor neurons but declined towards the end when IPSPs failed completely on most cycles. ß 2003 Federation of European Neuroscience Societies, European Journal of Neuroscience, 17, 1013±1022



1016 S. D. Merrywest et al. animals. Statistical signi®cance was determined using paired t-test with repeated measures. Statistics were considered to be signi®cant at P < 0.05 and averages are given as means  SEM.



Results NA reduces the RC-inhibitory gradient As shown previously, bath application of NA reduces the RC-delay in motor neuron activation during swimming, whilst simultaneously slowing swimming, an effect which can be reversed by the a-adrenoreceptor antagonist, phentolamine (Fig. 1C±D; see also, Fischer et al., 2001; Merrywest et al., 2002). Experimental evidence has suggested that NA modulates RC-delays by enhancing the amplitude of midcycle glycinergic IPSPs. First, experimental weakening of glycinergic inhibition with strychnine increases RC-delays (Tunstall & Sillar,



1993; Merrywest et al., 2002). Second, strychnine can counteract the noradrenergic-mediated reduction of delays (Merrywest et al., 2002). From these observations we hypothesized that NA might decrease delays by enhancing glycinergic synaptic transmission, an effect that will be greater in caudal regions where inhibitory synaptic strengths are weaker than in rostral regions (Tunstall & Sillar, 1993; Tunstall & Roberts, 1994). We tested this hypothesis directly by comparing the effect of NA on the IPSP amplitude in rostral and caudal motor neurons. The effects of NA on rostral motor neurons in Xenopus have been examined previously in detail (McDearmid et al., 1997): NA increases the amplitudes of glycinergic mid-cycle IPSPs during swimming and reduces their cycle-by-cycle variability via a presynaptic effect on the glycine release machinery. In 10 experiments, NA reversibly increased mid-cycle inhibition by an average of 55.8  8.3% (McDearmid et al., 1997). To determine whether NA was capable of enhancing caudal



Fig. 3. Rostral motor neurons receive mid-cycle IPSPs on virtually every cycle of swimming. (A, i, and B, i) Overlapping traces of 15 cycles of activity towards the end of an episode of swimming, recorded in a rostral neuron (fourth cleft, A, i) and a more caudal neuron (®fteenth cleft, B, i), demonstrating that whilst rostral neurons receive an IPSP on virtually every cycle, they are largely absent in more caudal cells. Plotting the probability of IPSP occurrence against cycle period for three rostral (A, ii) and three caudal (B, ii) neurons across the whole course of an episode again illustrates that at longer cycle periods towards the end of an episode IPSPs very often fail in caudal neurons. ß 2003 Federation of European Neuroscience Societies, European Journal of Neuroscience, 17, 1013±1022



Noradrenaline modulates longitudinal coordination 1017 inhibition in a similar way, we recorded from presumed motor neurons at more caudal locations between the twelfth and eighteenth intermyotomal clefts (N ˆ 23; all embryos). In control conditions, mid-cycle IPSPs (asterisked in Fig. 2B, ii) were less reliable in these neurons than in rostral neurons (Fig. 2Ai, Aii; compare Fig. 3A and B). However, in contrast to previous reports (Tunstall & Sillar, 1993; Tunstall & Roberts, 1994), we found that all of the recorded neurons received at least some mid-cycle inhibition, especially near the beginning of episodes when swimming frequency is normally at its highest (Fig. 2B, ii, ®rst panel; Fig. 3B). Nevertheless, in partial agreement with previous studies (Tunstall & Sillar, 1993; Tunstall & Roberts, 1994), the IPSPs quickly waned in many neurons and often failed completely on later cycles (Fig. 2B, ii, last panel; Fig. 3B). Thus, while mid-cycle glycinergic inhibition was present on at least some



cycles of swimming in all of the recorded neurons, their probability of occurrence decreased as swimming frequency decreased. These observations suggest that glycinergic contacts onto caudal motor neurons are present but they often `fall silent' during swimming. This makes glycinergic inhibition potentially available for recruitment by NA during swimming, particularly in caudal neurons. The bath application of NA (2±5 mM; N ˆ 8) markedly increased the probability of occurrence of large mid-cycle IPSPs (asterisked in Fig. 4D, ii) in caudal motor neurons at points during swimming episodes when they were not apparent under control conditions (Fig. 4D, i). In fact, in the presence of NA, the IPSPs were consistently larger on virtually every swim cycle. The mean of several consecutive IPSPs shows the NA-mediated enhancement of reciprocal inhibition more clearly (Fig. 4B). As shown in Fig. 4B (i) the average IPSP



Fig. 4. NA enhances mid-cycle inhibition in caudal embryo motor neurons. (A) Preparation diagram showing approximate position of caudal intracellular recordings. (B, i) Amplitude distribution histograms for the same IPSPs shown in D. (B, ii) Time to half-decay distribution histograms of the IPSPs shown in D. Values different from the control and from each other (P < 0.001). (C and D) Excerpts of ®ctive swimming recorded from a motor neuron located at around the ®fteenth post otic cleft and taken from near the end of an episode of stage 37/8 embryo swimming in control saline (i), 10 min after the bath application of 3 mM NA (ii) and after a 20 minute wash in control saline (iii). Note that although there are occasional mid-cycle IPSPs in control ( in D, i), they do not occur on every cycle of swimming. NA caused an increase in IPSP occurrence and amplitude ( Dii), which was reversible upon wash (iii). ß 2003 Federation of European Neuroscience Societies, European Journal of Neuroscience, 17, 1013±1022



1018 S. D. Merrywest et al. amplitude increased seven-fold in the presence of NA. Consequently, the mean time to half-decay for these IPSPs also increased by a similar amount (Fig. 4B, ii). This effect of NA on caudal IPSPs was reversible on return to control saline (Fig. 4B and D, iii). In caudal neurons, this effect leads to an increased probability of IPSP occurrence to the extent that the activity resembles that recorded from rostral motor neurons. Extracellular recordings of ventral root activity in Xenopus have indicated that the broad-spectrum a-adrenoreceptor antagonist, phentolamine, can reverse the effects of NA on RC-delay duration, presumably as this effect is mediated partly through a1-adrenoreceptors (Fig. 1C and D; Fischer et al. 2001). Here, we examined the ability of phentolamine to reverse the effects of NA on the amplitude of midcycle glycinergic inhibition during swimming in two caudal motor neurons. As before, NA was able to enhance the IPSPs and increase their probability of occurrence during swimming. Following exposure to phentolamine, the NA-induced enhancement of the IPSPs was substantially reversed. This effect was reversible upon washing (data not shown). These data further corroborate the ®nding that at least some of the effects of NA on RC-delays are mediated through activation of a-adrenoreceptors.



The probability of rebound firing is increased by NA Post-inhibitory rebound (PIR) has been implicated in the control of RC-delays during Xenopus tadpole swimming (Roberts & Tunstall, 1990; Tunstall & Roberts, 1991, 1994) and there is some evidence that PIR can affect the ®ring properties of Xenopus motor neurons (Soffe, 1990). Thus, an NA-induced increase in PIR could cause a phase advance of spiking following the same amplitude of mid-cycle hyperpolarization. This, in combination with the observed increased midcycle inhibition, will allow motor neurons to recover faster from oncycle excitation through sodium channel de-inactivation and potassium channel inactivation. This will raise membrane excitability as the hyperpolarizing input is decaying and promote spike production (Tunstall & Roberts, 1994). To investigate the possible effects of NA on rebound ®ring, that may contribute to the noradrenergic effects on swimming ± including the reduction of RC-delays ± spike threshold was ®rst established by injecting brief (150 ms) depolarizing current pulses (average threshold ‡2.25  0.4 nA; N ˆ 6). The synaptic inputs during swimming were then simulated by injecting a steady depolarizing, subthreshold current (mimicking tonic background excitation)



Fig. 5. NA enhances the probability of postinhibitory rebound ®ring. (A) The synaptic inputs during swimming were simulated by injecting a positive current (tonic excitation) just below spike threshold, superimposed upon which were brief (150 ms) negative currents (mid-cycle IPSPs), at just below the threshold required to produce a rebound spike. (B, i) The protocol described above during control conditions does not elicit either a spike at the onset of the depolarizing current or at the end of the hyperpolarizing pulses. (B, ii) After application of 10 mM NA, even when the above conditions were held constant, the probability of rebound ®ring is enhanced and a postinhibitory rebound spike is produced. Note also the reduction in spike threshold under NA, as shown by the spike at the onset of the depolarizing current. (B, iii) These effects could be counteracted by application of phentolamine. Current is shown in A. ß 2003 Federation of European Neuroscience Societies, European Journal of Neuroscience, 17, 1013±1022



Noradrenaline modulates longitudinal coordination 1019



Fig. 6. a1-adrenoreceptor activation enhances postinhibitory rebound ®ring. (A, i) As described in detail in the text and illustrated in Fig. 4, the synaptic drive for swimming was simulated using depolarizing and hyperpolarizing current pulses. (A, ii) After activation of a1-adrenoreceptors by application of phenylephrine, spike threshold was reduced and rebound ®ring was enhanced. There was no effect on the resting membrane potential ( 62 mV throughout), or on membrane conductance as measured by amplitudes of the voltage de¯ections incurred following hyperpolarizing current pulses.



superimposed upon which were brief (150 ms) negative current pulses (mimicking mid-cycle IPSPs; Fig. 5A). The amplitude of the hyperpolarizing pulses was adjusted to just below the threshold required to initiate a postinhibitory rebound spike (Fig. 5B, i; average rebound spike threshold, 1.7  0.3 nA). Even when these parameters were held constant throughout the experiment, the bath application of 6±10 mM NA enhanced the probability of rebound ®ring (N ˆ 6; probability increased from 0 in control to 0.73  0.06 after addition of NA; Fig. 5B, ii) indicating a direct noradrenergic effect on motor neuron membrane properties, in addition to any indirect effect of enhanced synaptic inhibition on ®ring properties. The effects of NA on rebound ®ring could be counteracted by addition of 50 mM phentolamine (N ˆ 3; Fig. 5B, iii). As shown in Fig. 5B (ii), in 4/6 animals the spike threshold was also reduced after addition of NA. The experimental protocol prevented spike threshold from being repeatedly re-measured under NA. However, as the level of depolarizing current was the same under each set of conditions and was subthreshold in control but suprathreshold under NA, a reduction in spike threshold can be inferred (Fig. 5B, i and ii). There was, however, no signi®cant effect on either the resting membrane potential or membrane conductance. For example, in the experiment shown in Fig. 5, resting membrane potential was 67 mV in control, 69 mV after addition of NA and remained at 69 mV in the presence of phentolamine. To examine in more detail the proposal that a-adrenoreceptor activation facilitates PIR, the same protocol was next applied both before and after activation of a1-adrenoreceptors with phenylephrine (N ˆ 7). Under control conditions, average spike threshold was determined as ‡1.7  0.8 nA (N ˆ 7) and the average threshold required to initiate rebound ®ring as 2.2  0.6 nA (N ˆ 7). As before, the synaptic drive for swimming was then simulated by injecting subthreshold depolarizing current, superimposed on which were 150 ms hyperpolarizing current pulses (Fig. 6A, i). In 5/7 animals, after application of 100± 150 mM phenylephrine, and when injecting the same levels of hyper-



polarizing current as in control conditions, rebound ®ring occurred (Fig. 6A, ii). As was the case with NA, there was no consistent effect on membrane conductance or resting membrane potential (e.g., 62 mV throughout the experiment in Fig. 6), although in 3/4 animals where rebound ®ring was enhanced, there was a clear reduction in spike threshold. In one animal to which phentolamine was subsequently added, the effect on both spike threshold and rebound ®ring was counteracted (not illustrated). The ®nding that a1-receptor activation, in addition to NA, can enhance the probability of rebound ®ring, suggests that this receptor class may, in addition to a presynaptic location on glycinergic terminals (suggested by the ®ndings of McDearmid et al., 1997; Merrywest et al., 2002) be located postsynaptically, where they mediate this direct effect on NA on motor neurons. Finally, we examined the combined effects of NA (enhanced inhibition and rebound ®ring) on delays by making local applications of the amine to the caudal regions of the spinal cord. Very similar effects on the magnitudes of the delays were observed when compared to bath applying the amine (Fig. 1D) in that the delays became shorter over the full range of cycle periods (N ˆ 7; Fig. 7B; also Fischer et al., 2001; Merrywest et al., 2002). This ®nding shows that by selectively increasing glycinergic inhibition and rebound ®ring in caudal neurons alone, the RC-delays along the cord are reduced.



Discussion NA is a potent modulator of locomotor activity in many vertebrate systems including the cat (Barbeau & Rossignol, 1991) and rat (Cazalets et al., 1992; Kiehn et al., 1999). Similarly, during Xenopus tadpole swimming, NA increases cycle periods in part by presynaptically strengthening reciprocal glycinergic inhibition at interneuron to motor neuron synapses (McDearmid et al., 1997). More recently, we have shown that NA simultaneously reduces RC-delays through
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Fig. 7. Proposed mechanism of noradrenergic enhancement of rebound ®ring. (A) Method used for caudal drug application gradually ± see Materials and methods for further details (B) Plot of longitudinal delay against cycle period for each consecutive cycle of activity for an entire episode of swimming in control and 10 min after caudal application of 10 mM NA showing that the relationship between delay and cycle period shifted so that delays were shorter for any given cycle period when compared to control. The effect was reversed upon return to control conditions. (C) Our current hypothesis suggests that NA, acting through a-adrenoreceptors, enhances glycinergic inhibition, thus increasing the amplitude of mid-cycle hyperpolarization, facilitating postinhibitory rebound ®ring. The head±tail gradient of inhibition means that NA may preferentially enhance caudal inhibition. This decrease the rostro±caudal inhibition and enhance rebound ®ring in caudal neurons more than in rostral motor neurons and so advance the timing of their ®ring during swimming and consequently reducing the RC-delay. In addition, NA appears to directly affect the properties of motor neurons themselves, enhancing PIR, which will further promote ®ring.



activation of a1- and b-adrenoreceptors (Fischer et al., 2001). There is also evidence to suggest that NA affects glycinergic pathways to exert this effect (Merrywest et al., 2002). Here we have extended these studies and have provided further evidence that NA modulates longitudinal co-ordination and cycle periods through two convergent mechanisms: presynaptic facilitation of reciprocal inhibition and postsynaptic enhancement of PIR. The relevance of these ®ndings is discussed below. A striking feature of the noradrenergic modulation of swimming reported in both this and previous studies (McDearmid et al., 1997; Merrywest et al., 2002) is an increase in the amplitude of glycinergic mid-cycle IPSPs. It is likely that the effect of NA on RC-delays is mediated, at least in part, through this mechanism. In the spinal cord of Xenopus, there is a RC-gradient of glycinergic inhibition, with strong mid-cycle inhibition onto rostral neurons, which gradually declines along the cord, such that in caudal cells mid-cycle inhibition is often absent. Indeed, Tunstall & Roberts (1994) reported that Xenopus embryo motor neurons caudal to the twelfth postotic cleft, approximately mid-trunk level, do not receive any synaptic inhibition at all during swimming. Our recordings from embryonic motor neurons in these very caudal regions using KCl recordings suggest that this is not



the case and that they all receive glycinergic inhibition on at least some cycles of swimming activity (e.g., Fig. 2). There is currently no explanation for the discrepancies in these ®ndings, although the studies of Tunstall & Roberts (1991, 1994) used electrodes ®lled with potassium acetate and our use of KCl electrodes may have enhanced small IPSPs which would otherwise have been too close to their reversal potential to detect using acetate electrodes. Nevertheless, our results do support the conclusion that a RC-gradient in the strength of reciprocal inhibition exists within the Xenopus spinal cord and we suggest that NA changes the slope of this gradient by interacting with rostral and caudal IPSPs differentially. When combined with the results of an earlier study (McDearmid et al., 1997), our current ®ndings show that NA can enhance glycinergic inhibition along the entire length of the spinal cord but that the effect will be proportionately greater in caudal neurons where the inhibition is initially weaker. Thus, NA will reduce the gradient in inhibition (Fig. 7C). Quantifying the differences in the effects of NA in rostral and caudal neurons is dif®cult, however, because of the differences between individual caudal neurons in terms of the cycle periods at which IPSP failure occurred (Fig. 3). Any such enhancement of inhibition will lead to longer cycle periods and thus the delay
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Noradrenaline modulates longitudinal coordination 1021 between the mid-cycle inhibition and the on-cycle EPSP is increased (McDearmid et al., 1997). However, we also propose on the basis of the present data that the rate of propagation of activity along each side of the cord (which sets the RC-delay ) increases. An important part of our argument is that the preferential enhancement of caudal inhibition enhances PIR, such that caudal neurons now ®re sooner in each cycle compared to their more rostral neighbours, where the inhibition is already strong. Finally, it should be noted that when using KCl-®lled electrodes, the reversal of IPSPs means that in the recorded cell rebound ®ring during swimming is unlikely to occur. However, the RC-delay is set by the rebound ®ring of populations of spinal neurons of which the recorded neuron is but one. In the remainder of unrecorded cells the inhibition will be hyperpolarizing and NA-induced facilitation of the inhibition across the entire population will affect the RC-delays. Notwithstanding this possible enhancement of rebound ®ring due to increased inhibition, our results indicate that NA, acting through a1adrenoreceptors, can directly enhance rebound ®ring through a postsynaptic effect on cell properties. The parallel decrease in spike threshold and enhancement of rebound ®ring suggests that both of these effects might be achieved through a common mechanism, e.g., facilitation of the recovery of sodium channel inactivation or an enhancement of other rebound currents like Ih and It (for discussion see Kiehn & Katz, 1999; Kiehn et al., 2000). That the effects of NA on rebound ®ring seem to be mediated, at least in part, by a1-adrenoreceptors is an intriguing ®nding. It suggests that in addition to a presynaptic site of action suggested by earlier studies (McDearmid et al., 1997; Merrywest et al., 2002), a1-receptors may also be present on the postsynaptic membrane, where their activation facilitates cell ®ring. An additional bene®ciary of the enhanced PIR ®ring will be the swimming network's ability to sustain longer cycle periods, one of the hallmarks of the noradrenergic effect on swimming. Under control conditions, episodes of ®ctive swimming start fast, gradually decline and eventually stop. At least two underlying mechanisms are thought be involved in the termination of swimming: (i) the build up of adenosine and the associated reduction in calcium currents, which will reduce cellular excitability (Dale & Gilday, 1996), and (ii) the gradual cessation of ®ring in the premotor interneuron pool, which will reduce synaptic inputs to motor neurons and interneurons (Sillar & Roberts, 1993). In the presence of NA, however, the enhanced PIR will re-recruit interneurons that would otherwise have stopped participating in rhythm generation. Thus, despite the decreased network excitability caused by the build-up of adenosine, the enhanced discharge in premotor interneurons will provide a compensatory mechanism to permit rhythm activity at cycle periods not previously sustainable. This hypothesis relies upon NA affecting interneurons in the same way as motor neurons which although seems intuitively likely, still needs to be tested experimentally. The indirect evidence from the present study that supports this proposal is the fact that previously silent inhibitory synapses in caudal neurons become active under NA. One explanation for this is the facilitatory effect of NA on the probability of glycine release (McDearmid et al., 1997) but the parallel recruitment of interneurons that had ceased ®ring is equally plausible. The profound in¯uence of NA on the Xenopus tadpole spinal motor circuitry suggests the presence of a functional noradrenergic system at an early stage in the animals' life (McDearmid et al., 1997; Fischer et al., 2001; Merrywest et al., 2002). The primary effect of NA is to cause a slowing of the swimming motor rhythm. This effect is apparent at both stages 37/8 and 42, suggesting that receptors for NA are present within Xenopus tadpoles at least as early as late embryogenesis. The earliest stage examined for NA localization in Xenopus is stage 38. At



this stage, spinal tyrosine-hydroxylase immunoreactive neurons are already present in the CNS (Gonzalez et al., 1994) and some of these neurons have ®bres projecting to the spinal cord, a proportion of which may synthesize NA. Furthermore, NA is detectable in the body of the tadpole at around the time of hatching and increases gradually in concentration during larval development (Kloas et al., 1997). Our ®ndings further suggest the presence of NA receptors distributed along most of the spinal cord at least as early as stage 37/8. The NA receptors that mediate effects on motor output are likely to be located within the spinal cord, as NA, at least in stage 42 larvae, still has a marked effect on swimming in animals transected at the level of the ®rst postotic cleft (McDearmid, 1998). The fact that phentolamine blocked some of the effects of NA is further evidence for an a-like receptor in mediating the effects of NA on the motor pattern. This supports the ®ndings of Fischer et al. (2001) demonstrating that phentolamine reverses the effects of NA on RC-delays in Xenopus tadpoles. These authors also found that both a1- and b-adrenoreceptors are involved in mediating the NA-induced shortening of RC-delays.
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